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The straight edge — the presidential race

by Tom Dougherty

Every year the Nile floods. Every 7 years floodwaters devastate the land, every 4 years presidential candidates swarm over America and refuse to leave until they fail in the primaries, run out of money, or Donna Rice's appointment book has an opening. Now much of the presidential hopefuls have dropped out or suspended their candidacies, American voters are forced to consider which candidate they will be voting for in November. The choice is limited at the moment to George Bush for the Republicans and either Michael Dukakis, Jesse Jackson, or John the Dog-faced Boy for the Democrats. In the interest of helping my fellow students to better understand the qualities they should be looking for in the presidential candidates and how they are officially chosen, I would like to dedicate this column to the upcoming presidential race (which is now entering its seventh year).

The first step in selecting the presidential candidates is nearly over — the primaries will end on June 7th and Miss Rice's calendar is filled through next year. After June 7th, the parties will hold their conventions. During these wild and wonderful events the winners of the primaries hold their conventions. During these wild and wonderful events the winners of the primaries will select their candidates. (Continued on Page 5)
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